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What's the Bigger Picture of Contact Experiences? Imaging braiding four powerful strands of human, ET,
scientific, cosmic, and technological information—those forces merge to manifest as our image of
contact.
Culturally, we possess vivid examples of 4 strand images.

Historically a four-sided looped-square symbol represented protection, found in a
traditional heraldic emblem called a Bowen knot. Today the four-strand knot is a
marker used in European countries to signify culturally significant sites.

To strengthen spiritual decision-making, ancient Israelite high priests fashioned
a garment of gold, blue, purple, and scarlet yarn.1

Friday evening Shabbat features Challah, a traditional sweet bread. The
bread, braided into four strands, may represent the Jewish matriarchs Sarah,
Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah since women traditionally prepare it.

Whether signs, garments, or bread, the four-braided symbolism provides images of the Bigger Picture of
today's ET, multidimensional presence, and human contact.
The braided symbolism exemplifies how the four strands separate and merge as waves and forces. Yet,
the braid structure holds the four points, forming the strength, power, and honor of the human story
and the ET presence.
In this response to the Bigger Picture, the four-braid image of contact is represented by
1.
2.
3.
4.

Material Science
Transhumanism
Exoconscious Humans
Cosmic Shifts

The first two strands of material science and transhumanism represent forces of globalism,
authoritarianism, and artificial intelligence, AI. The second two strands of Exoconsciousness and cosmic
changes represent individual independence and cosmic internal and outer forces.
Though easily pulled apart, the separate strands in this Bigger Picture hold in a unified, interactive form.
As the four strands advance, each propels the whole. Imagine a moving pliable substance of four
components that simultaneously compete, overlap, and cooperate.
We currently perceive a battle between forces of authoritarian globalism that benefits elite members of
empires and the emergence of connected independent communities that benefit individual evolution
and freedom. Once covert and managed, this battle is now transparent, unveiled through the online
sharing of information and experience.
Each strand experiences the ET contact through the lens of their respective needs, power, and culture.
As a result, the Bigger Picture of ET contact may look more like a jungle of densely tangled vines rather
than a cleared path. Yet, we must commit to perceiving both the tangled jungle and the cleared paths if
we are to see with an expansive vision into the future.

UAP Material Science Strand
The material science strand resides on #UFOtwitter, mainstream news, Harvardesque institutes, and
MUFON as the Bigger Picture of UFO (rebranded UAP in traditional neural linguistic programming, NLP,
style). Many mainline Ufologists embrace the material view of UFOs, which frequently now includes
seeing ET visitors as a potential national security threat. They believe that only a national security threat
will garner government disclosure. The international Exopolitics community frequently communicates
that if there is no UFO threat, then there is no disclosure. It's a compromised reality they support.
However, the once benign UFO threat is now a juggernaut. It has long since departed into the
stratosphere of acceptable news narrative with Senate hearings, the UAP task force of intelligence
professionals, and the United States Space Force training-ready for a space war. Unfortunately,
collateral damage is the removal of independent lone UFO researchers or MUFON Field Investigators.
They isolate into the periphery of irrelevance, disenfranchised.
MUFON VA certified field investigator, Lynda Thompson, tweeted from the MUFON 2022 annual
conference that they can no longer use the word "paranormal" in their investigation and "orbs" research
is off-limits.2
Forces of global dominance in space, scientific validation, and government-military intelligence classify
craft, sightings, exotic technology, and ETs based on their physical existence. UAP existence proven
through radar, telescopic, satellite, and camera data is collected and examined by AI, not humans.
Lue Elizondo, a career professional in counterintelligence (paid to weave false narratives), asserted again
in a Richard Dolan interview in May 2021 his hope to destroy ufology as we know it.3
"Go ahead, I mean, waste your money if you want to waste your money and, you know, watch some
dude drop flares out of an airplane. I don't know what to tell ya. I will say this and I don't mean any
disrespect to anybody here in this audience, okay? But this topic has been fraught with fringe and
conspiracy theories for a long time. This is why I said, one of my hopes is to destroy ufology as we know

it, and what hopefully coalesces afterwards, is a pure, scientific humanitarian effort to really seek the
truth, right? And stop telling people a false narrative but seek the real truth behind what this is."
As the Senate Hearing on UAP indicates, Homeland Security will assist in managing the material science
substantiated UAP threat within the authoritarian emergency mandates controlled through Continuity
of Government (COG military governance). JFK created COG in 1962 to preserve the essential US
government infrastructure when facing a severe emergency. Unfortunately, its use has evolved into a
means of military state-centered governance control.4 Who holds the nuclear football? Who knows?

Transhuman Strand
Woven tightly, though covertly, within the UAP material science strand is a Transhuman, Artificial
Intelligence strand. Transhumanism is the perspective that future advancement of the human species
must be through artificial technology enhancements. Crucial to transhumanism is developing a humantechnology hybrid to replace natural humans. In military circles, this refers to a super soldier, capable of
computer or cloud to brain mental communication and direction as well as physical abilities to go
without sleep or food and the instant realignment of emotions. Transhuman soldier science solves all
human dilemmas. Superheroism is available to all humans.
In our culture, ordinary people perceive themselves as human-technology hybrids living in a robust
second-life metaverse ala VR googles to experience their artificial superhuman feats. While their
physical body may not attain hero status, they live vicariously through their virtual twin. Perdue
University's Professor Alok R. Chaturvedi spent 20 years building a Sentient World Simulation that now
has a virtual twin of every person on Earth. 5 Interesting that Chatuvedi also led the Perdue Homeland
Security Institute.
Transhumanism is an authoritarian system of top-down elite decision-making and governance. The three
primary branches of transhumanism are engineering applications of 1) genetics, 2) geo-space, and 3)
social behavior. Genetic engineering advances synthetic biological identification, classification, genetic
alteration (for patenting), and high-tech vaccines. Geo-spatial engineering includes the artificial space
fence established by Lockheed Martin for surveillance, satellite arrays, HAARP ionospheric heaters,
weather modification projects (Cloverleaf, commonly called chemtrails), GWEN towers, and CERN-type
large hadron colliders. It is a space to Earth above-underground infrastructure. Finally, social behavior
engineering tentacles include militarized memetic programs using cartoon images to steer human
behavior, direct mind control programs (next-generation MK Ultra, drugs, electronic and Havana
syndrome type attacks), news-social media narratives, and Chinese social credit control systems.6
Transhumanism decision-making operates through AI, algorithms using supercomputers that manage
inhuman amounts of data. An example of a financial AI management supercomputer system is
BlackRock's Aladdin, managing over $21 trillion in assets.7 In 2020, during COVID, the US FED granted
BlackRock management of the bond market. Pharmacology giants like Phizer have yet to identify their
super systems publicly. But they exist.
Transhuman Consciousness
Transhumanism also infiltrates traditional consciousness research institutions. For example,
parapsychologist Dean Radin, Chief Scientist at the Institute of Noetic Sciences since 2001, collected
consciousness data over his 20-year tenure. Radin now applies his experience harvesting consciousness

data to genetic engineering. Radin cofounded Cognigenics.8 His company utilizes CRISPR invasive
technology to alter human genetics. Cognigenics experimented on mice (remember Musk's neural net
monkey experiments that resulted in deaths) and translated their findings to the human brain and
nervous system. Radin claims his genetic engineering may cure Alzheimer's and be a substitute for
hallucinogenics. In other words, brain hacking for psychic advancement.

Exoconscious Humans
Exoconscious Humans represent a dynamic wave of independent, individual cosmic consciousness. They
are a planetary community that integrates and advances their ongoing contact, communication, and cocreation with ETs and multidimensional beings. Their psychic intelligence and contact experience
influence their decision-making, critical thinking, creativity, and innovations.
Exoconscious humans assert the importance of natural consciousness through their multidimensional
physical body, expressed in energy bodies, meridian chakra systems, emotional brain-nervous system
regulation, and spiritual cosmic connection—aware of inner and outer forces acting upon individual
humans.
These humans move beyond material science, operating from yet-to-be quantified consciousness
science. They possess a perspective of mind beyond the brain (or transhuman brain-computer-cloud)
and live within the dynamic field of consciousness. The body's brain-nervous system is a receiver,
transmitter, and creator of information. They operate by receiving downloads of communication and
direction and uploading their data into the field. During this process, they hold themselves morally
responsible for using, creating, and distributing this information.
They value the necessity of sustaining a physical embodiment free of genetic, geo, and social
engineering. As such, the Exoconscious live as autonomous, morally sovereign individuals, responsible
for discerning energetic forces, protecting their embodiment, and choosing energetic relationships that
engender health and evolutionary advancement.
In their ET relationships, Exoconscious Humans possess a discerning, mature relationship that results in
a peer-to-peer trust that develops consistently over time and experience. Their Exoconsciousness
manifests through a mature awareness of their needs concerning cosmic beings. They relate to cosmic
beings who experience diverse dimensionality and cosmic citizenship. Contact experiences results in a
holistic-- physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual—growth and transformation. They acknowledge and
responsibly own their role in the cosmic evolution of the natural human species and planet Earth.
Exoconscious Humans form a deep spiritual relationship, guided by their inner divine (Source-centered)
being. They trust their mature contact as independent experts rather than state, government, or military
material science experts. As self-contained experts, they are aware of the human path of spiritual
evolution in sync with planetary, universal divine laws and growth.
Regarding themselves as confident experiencers, Exoconscious Humans live out their mission and life
vision by co-creating with ET multidimensionals. This co-creation brings forth the innovations and
inventions necessary for the survival of humans in the coming Earth changes as our human vibrations
and frequency refine and evolve. Exoconscious Human innovations and inventions include pioneering
health, space, education, and arts initiatives.9

Planetary Cosmic Changes
In harmony with the self-evolving transformations of Exoconscious Humans on Earth, cosmic changes
emphasize universe climate forces that accelerate conscious advancements. It's as though the cosmic
changes cooperate with human transformation. These cosmic climate forces include coronal mass
ejections (CMEs), solar winds and storms, and planetary movements/alignments of our solar system and
the universe.
As the Hubble and now the Webb telescope magnifies cosmic images that awaken our body and being,
our consciousness magnifies images of beings, whether ET, multidimensional or angelic. We awaken to a
plethora of outer forces acting upon us inwardly.
Before the 1980s, humans had limited access to astrology as an art of reading the planetary alignments
(initially coded as Dendera zodiac on the ceiling of the Temple of Horus in Egypt10). Elite wealthy clients
and groups, as well as secret schools, hired astrology experts to guide their decision-making. Similar to
the Reformation opening access to the scriptures, in the 1980s, astrology charts became available to all.
With the advancement of software, anyone could create a chart online and read their life influences.
Online astrological charts spurred a massive cultural awakening of heretofore hidden cosmic forces
acting on humans, now out in the open, accessible.
Susan Manewich uses the term "Electromagnetic Neurogenetic" to describe the "upcoming Earth
changes and the electromagnetic shifts we will be experiencing…many people on planet Earth will have
great difficulty navigating their emotions, behaviors, and the energies which will arise in them and
others." 11
Manewich posits a correlation between solar geomagnetic activity and aggressive behavior. Significant
aggressive and terrorist events occur during these considerable solar geomagnetic activity periods,
compared to the GTD (Global Terrorism Database).12
Electromagnetic Neurogenetic influences, which Manewich predicts will peak in 2023-2025, also reveal
beings and forces that we term ET, multidimensional, spiritual, or "higher worlds." These forces act upon
humans to balance and assure our progress through these chaotic times.
These natural transformations of electromagnetic shifts and solar geomagnetic activity also have an
artificial component activated through weather modification and geo-engineering. These human
technological forces include CERN and the 37 large hadron colliders around the globe, HAARP
technology, the Lockheed Martin satellite space fence, and chemtrails.13 So the chaos and uncertainty
heighten through human interference with natural changes.

Summary
The Bigger Picture of Contact appears complex and chaotic, yet inherently stable, as sensible forces
prevail. The advancement of humans and planet Earth is assured but dependent on human will and the
use of newfound powers.
Exoconscious Human evolution balances progress through this era of tumult. Prediction of Armageddon,
end times, or ET threat need not be our chosen path. Instead, Exoconsciousness is a grounded, day-by-

day awareness of forces within and without us that sustain our transition into a healthy, evolved, spacefaring species. 14
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